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Multiple sequence alignment is by far the most common task in computational biology.
At the same time it is very computationally demanding optimisation problem. In this
paper we describe a new Grid environment designed to facilitate access to the parallel
multiple sequence alignment software. Our user–oriented Grid interface provides a uniform access to several popular alignment packages like, for example, ClustalW–MPI or
Parallel PhyloBuilder, and it allows large alignment instances to be solved in parallel
efficiently.

1. Introduction
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is undoubtedly the most commonly performed
task in computational biology. It is an important prerequisite in many other important problems like, for example, phylogenetic analysis [21] or protein structure
prediction [14]. Unfortunately, finding an accurate multiple alignment is a hard optimisation problem. Firstly, because it is difficult to provide alignment formalisation,
e.g. an alignment scoring function, which would be satisfactory from the biological
point of view. Secondly, having a good model usually means it is algorithmically very
hard to find the best alignment. In theory, to generate a biologically meaningful alignment we should take into account everything that is known about sequences we want
to align, for instance, their structure, function or their evolutionary relationship. As
a result, except of extremely simple cases, it is practically impossible to apply exact
approaches in alignment optimisation. Many practical applications, e.g. phylogeny,
require alignments consisting of hundreds of sequences [27]. In such cases size of the
input data becomes another factor making MSA a computationally challenging problem. Even if we consider popular MSA heuristics devised recently [15, 17], solving
large MSA instances can take hours to days on commodity PC. A natural way of
dealing with problems of that kind is to apply parallel processing.
In the last few years several parallel MSA packages have been developed [23, 26]. At
the same time, a number of projects devoted to create PetaFlops scale hardware have
been initiated, including IBM BlueGene [8] and several Grid projects [4, 7]. This kind
of hardware, if connected with efficient software, becomes a powerful tool. On the other
hand, to execute a simple task in such parallel environment a user must be familiar
with many “tricks” which are not common for non–computer–scientists. For example,
he must be able to create job description scripts for various queueing systems, send
and receive input/output data using low–level tools, or take care for security using,
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for example, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or other complex technologies [29].
Obviously, all the above makes that biologists, who in most cases are target end–
users, prefer simpler, sequential tools.
In this paper we present a new Grid environment, called AlignPort, designed to
allow for fast and easy interaction with several parallel MSA packages. Our environment is based on the Globus Toolkit [5] and GridSphere framework [6], and is able to
automatically perform most of the tasks which otherwise would have to be carried out
by the user. Our solution provides a user friendly interface for creation, submission
and inspection of MSA jobs, without restricting original functionality of involved MSA
software. At the same time our system preserves all security requirements typically
imposed on Grid–enabled software.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we provide brief review of
existing parallel MSA packages, highlighting those which we found interesting for our
environment. In Section 3 we describe our environment showing its main properties.
Finally, we close this paper with conclusions in the last section.

2. Multiple Sequence Alignment
As we already mentioned in the introduction MSA is one of the fundamental problems
in the computational biology. In general, its computational complexity is directly
related to the scoring function. On the other hand, even simple approaches, like for
instance progressive alignment, can be computationally intensive if we consider a large
number of input sequences.
2.1. MSA in Parallel Environments
Parallel processing is a natural approach when sequential solutions are too time consuming. In case of MSA parallel programming may provide two main advantages.
Firstly, most of the existing MSA tools are coarse grain and can be easily parallelised
using distributed memory systems. As a result even very large MSA instances can
be solved in reasonable time limits. Secondly, parallel environments, like for instance
Grids, allow throughput of the MSA software to be increased. This means that several copies of the same application can be run simultaneously in either cooperative or
unrelated manner. This issue may be crucial for institutions like EBI [2], that provide
on–line access to various biological tools.
In the last few years several parallel MSA tools have been published (see for example [23, 24, 26]). Yet, the most popular, and at the same time the most often
parallelised package, is the ClustalW [12]. ClustalW is a classic example of progressive alignment tool. Its most consuming part is construction of a distance matrix
which is based on the pairwise global alignments of all pairs of input sequences. Since
pairwise alignments are independent this process can be easily parallelised by distributing matrix computations among set of processors. Indeed, all published parallel
versions of the ClustalW take advantage of this property. Currently, the only freely
available (that is with open source code) version of the parallel ClustalW designed
for distributed architectures is ClustalW–MPI. It is based on MPI standard and some
attempts to run it using Grid–enabled MPI (mpich-g2 ) have been reported in the
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Internet. Since ClustalW–MPI is reasonable stable solution we have included it in
our Grid environment.
Another interesting parallel implementation of the ClustalW is due to Catalyurek
et al. [11]. In this approach original ClustalW program is decomposed into a set
of components, here called filters, which take care for different operations, like for
example, pairwise or progressive alignment. In addition, some filters are responsible
for buffering alignment results. This approach benefits from both, parallel execution of
a single task, and simultaneous processing of several different tasks. This is because
filters are independent from each other and single filter can participate in several
parallel executions. Unfortunately, source code of this system is not publicly available.
The most complex parallel system we use for MSA is called Parallel PhylTree
(PT), and has been designed by Zola et al. [26, 28]. Its main purpose is to provide
an efficient server to handle frequent updates of biological databases, like for instance
the Hovergen [16]. The PT parallel server consists of three main parts: (i) the PhylTree method itself [26], which is generic scheme for MSA and phylogeny inference,
(ii) a decentralised caching system running in the peer–to–peer manner, this system is
implemented using CaLi library [1], and finally, (iii) a set of monitoring tools which are
responsible for server failures detection and cache restoring and reconciliation. This
solution is interesting for several reasons: Thanks to the flexibility of the PhylTree
algorithm the server is valuable from the biological point of view, as it offers different
alignment scoring functions and provides good quality alignments and phylogenetic
trees. Moreover, it contains a simple mechanism to control performance/quality ratio of the alignment. As a result of inherent parallelism of the method the server is
very scalable and can be run in the environments consisting of hundreds of nodes.
Finally, the caching system, although limits scalability, provides strong support to
handle redundant alignment computations, like, for instance, in the case of database
updates. On the other hand, the caching system renders a new requirement on the
parallel system, since additional, efficient persistent storage is required and has to be
managed.
In the paragraphs above we mentioned the packages which we found particularly
interesting for our Grid system. Nevertheless, our environment can be easily extended
as we explain in the next section.

3. AlignPort Portal
Nowadays, Grids are becoming more and more popular way of organising, sharing
and using geographically distributed resources. The way Grids are built may vary
from spontaneous collaboration of thousands of workstations, like for example in the
case of Folding@Home project [4], to systematically organised infrastructure with a
middlelayer that provides access to different Grid components like storage, processors,
network, and other [10]. While in the first case, participants of the Grid are usually
provided with a simple–in–use client software that connects them to the Grid [9], this
is not so in the second case. Here, the user must be familiar with basic tools provided
by the specific middlelayer, including, for instance, authorisation and authentication
mechanisms, or job and data management procedures [10]. All this makes that such
systems are hardly ever used by someone other than the computer professionals.
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Fig. 1. Web browser window with the main screen of the portal.

Fig. 2. Web browser window with the ClustalW–MPI task wizard.
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The purpose of the AlignPort project is to provide unified, user–oriented environment which would simplify running multiple sequence computations in large distributed environments. The AlignPort provides a Grid aware web portal with a set
of services that are responsible for automatic execution of tasks otherwise run manually. At the same time it is equipped with a user friendly interface that maintains
complete functionality of the underlying MSA applications. The main properties of
the AlignPort are summarised below:
– Targets specific group of users (biologists).
– Offers an access to the distributed Grid resources.
– Fulfils all security requirements:
◦ authorisation,
◦ authentication,
◦ secure data transfer.
– Offers wide functionality:
◦ creating and submitting MSA jobs,
◦ monitoring of their state,
◦ results browsing.
– Provides intuitive graphical interface.
In general, the AlignPort consists of three main subsystems: Aapplication Wizard
is responsible for choice of the MSA application, configuration of its parameters, and
verification and upload of input data (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Results Manager takes
care for jobs monitoring. In this subsystem the user can inspect state of all submitted
jobs, and once the job is completed the user can download and analyse its results.
The last subsystem is Configuration Manager. This system is typically used whenever
the user needs to change low–level configuration of the portal, like for example, type
of the compiler utilised to built MSA applications on the remote resource. In most
cases however, this functionality will not be used.
3.1. Utilised Technologies
The core components of the AlignPort are implemented on the basis of GridSphere
and Grid Portlets frameworks and Globus Toolkit (GT). In Fig. 3 a general scheme
of the portal is presented.
The main user interface is built on top of GridSphere framework. This technology provides a portlet implementation, a portlet container and a collection of core
services and portlets, which are fully compliant with Java Specification Request 168
standard [6]. Thanks to its XML based layout configuration GridSphere is very flexible
and customisable. Grid Portlets provide a set of services and components responsible
for the communication with Grid environment. For each MSA application a separate
component is available, which provides a simple way to configure the application’s
specific options, as can be seen in the Fig. 2. The main idea here is to represent a
complete functionality of the application in an accessible way. Although, in the current implementation our interface is clear and easy in use, it can be further improved,
e.g. on the basis of ideas proposed in the BioUse project [22].
The Grid related part of the AlignPort portal relies on the GT software. The
Globus Toolkit is commonly used across the variety of Grid systems all around the
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Fig. 3. General scheme of the portal structure.

world. It provides robust and stable services, which de facto became standards in
Grid environments. As we mentioned above, it is crucial to ensure a secure access to
the Grid resources. Here, the security matters cover a wide range of problems, such
as a secure transfer, authorisation of users or control over an access to particular resources. The GT software introduces the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) concept.
It provides a set of protocols unifying the process of identification of system credentials with a basic support for delegation and policy distribution [19]. In the case of
AlignPort we use two X.509 credentials taking part in the process of authorisation.
There is a user credential (protected by password) used to operate on Grid resources
on behalf of the user, and a host credential for obtaining user credentials from the
on–line MyProxy credential repository. MyProxy is a secure storage service for hosting
users’ long–term credentials and delegating a short–term credentials (so called proxy
credentials) to grant authenticated operations on the Grid resources [25]. It is also
important to mention Grid Resource and Allocation Manager, or GRAM–Manager,
with its area of responsibility, which includes processing and managing of user jobs
or monitoring and allocation of resources. User can write the specifications of his/her
jobs in Resource Specification Language (RSL), which are processed by the GRAM
as a part of a job request. Thanks to the fact that RSL is scheduler–independent,
scripts in the AlignPort are prepared in one manner but can be executed on various
Grids (managed by GT). Finally, transfer of files is driven by the GridFTP service
responsible for secure and efficient data operations [20].
One of the assumptions of the AlignPort project was to help user with configuration of portal and his Grid account. As a result, we created a set of scripts responsible
for the configuration of user’s account (keys creation, compiler configuration, etc.)
and MSA applications, including their setup and deployment. Thanks to that, user
simply chooses an appropriate option from the portal interface (e.g. compiler setup),
then compiled archive is transferred to the Grid account and appropriate script is
executed. This approach limits user’s contact with a console to one activity – dele-
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gating credentials to the on–line repository in the very beginning of the session (it is
MyProxy limitation).

3.2. Use Example
To show main advantages of the AlignPort let us trace basic steps required to execute
the ClustalW–MPI using resources provided by some Grid. In the Table 1 we put
together steps required in the case of automatic submission via AlignPort and using
traditional way (shell level).

Table 1. Job submission using AlignPort and in the traditional way.

AlignPort
Long–term credential delegation for Grid account
Choosing MSA application

Choosing application’s parameters and input data
Job submission
Online results inspection and
analysis

Traditional way
Short–term proxy generation
Source code upload, submission scripts generation (shell
and RSL required, high probability of errors)
Manual upload of input data
Job submission (knowledge of
Globus services required)
Results download to local machine and offline analysis

In the first step the user has to login to the portal. If user’s password equals the one
from user’s credential (user identity), system automatically retrieves that credential
from the on–line repository. In the second step, in the AlignPort tab, user chooses
desired MSA application (in our example it is ClustalW–MPI ). After a user request,
portal loads an application profile visualised as a set of buttons (see Fig. 2. This
solution frees user from remembering application specific options. Moreover, wizard
provides simple, context–help for each option. In the third step user sets all necessary
parameters and uploads his/her input data into the relevant component. In this stage
the portal performs a validation of input data, creates and transfers needed files and
scripts in RSL language, and reserves the remote resources depending on the size and
complexity of user’s job. This solution saves a lot of time and mistakes – there is no
possibility to generate an erroneous script with this method. In the final stage user
obtains a brief summary and the information about job submission. When a job is
finished user gets an access to the job’s results (depending on the input parameters
it could be an alignment, tree, etc.). Additionally, it is possible to perform an on–line
data analysis with JalView or ATV [13] applications. In a word, beneath AlignPort
interface there is a set of robust services taking care of all technical details.
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3.3. Related Works
Today, web–oriented access to resources is a common standard. There is a wide range
of available portals and services devoted to bioinformatics and computational biology.
For extended review of the latest development in the web–based systems for bioinformatics and computational biology we refer reader to Web Server Issue of Nucleic
Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34. On the other hand, most of available solutions do not
provide direct and full support for Grid systems.
EBI Tools – ClustalW Web Interface. The European Bioinformatics Institute
(EBI) is a centre for research and services in bioinformatics. They developed a large
number of useful tools in the field of bioinformatics. Although they currently do
not provide a support for utilisation of distributed resources, their web interface is
ready to respect that possibility. This is a model example of ergonomic and user–
friendly interface [3]. On the submission page we have well planned sections, that
lead us through the process of configuration with handy tooltips. The next stage is
the verification of our input data and its size – the large files are removed from the
queue. Finally, we obtain an alignment and possibility to perform its analysis with
the JalView applet [13].
This service provides optimal, uniform interface which can save a lot of user’s time.
Unfortunately, this site is lacking in basic user identification and authorisation, which
is standard in the Grid systems. This can be crucial when someone intentionally will
be trying to overload the system – without authorisation it is harder to identify that
kind of person.
HPC2N Grid Portal. This project is advertised as an uniform user–centred environment providing access to the heterogeneous resources. This portal is based on
the CGI technology supported by the Perl scripts. It makes possible submitting jobs,
monitoring status of user’s tasks and collecting output. Some of speed and efficiency
optimisations are also introduced (e.g. queue state information caching). However,
some aspects of truly Grid–aware system are still missing. In fact, currently it is not
a Grid portal – it is working as a graphical interface to the several clusters and their
queue systems. The current state of security issues is limited to the secure transmission (over the https protocol) and user/password authorisation with the Kerberos
system. As one of the further improvements, authors plan to implement the solution
based on the GSI and migration to the Grid environment [18].
We hold the view that mentioned migration will not be an easy task, because of
chosen architecture (necessity of use Perl CoG package and build most of system from
the beginning). Another case is the interface, in current form it is just a web version
of plain console. User has to write his scripts, in order to submit jobs. This excludes
utilisation of this tool by the inexperienced users.

4. Conclusions
The AlignPort has been designed using freely available and open standards, and thus
it can be integrated with existing Grid solutions with little effort. Currently, our
system can be accessed via http://hal.icis.pcz.pl/PhyloServer/, and it provides access
to the Eltoro cluster hosted by the Institute of Computer and Information Sciences
of Czestochowa University of Technology.
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